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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Anatolia from Greensburg. Currently, there are 16
meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What Roy Love likes about Anatolia:
Wonderful experience at this cafe. The food was well prepared, well presented and most importantly, delicious!
The restaurant was clean and inviting. The staff is friendly and will happily help with recommendations. Loved

this experience and will definitely be back. read more. The rooms on site are wheelchair accessible and can also
be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, and there is free WiFi. What Dominic Romito doesn't like about

Anatolia:
This was single handedly the worst dining experience of my life. The food was terrible. We ordered baba, spicy

veggie paste, haydar and stuffed grape leaves. Instead we received spinach and artichoke dip, mashed sundried
tomatoes, cucumber sauce and the grape leaves were gross.I can not recommend this place for Turkish cuisine.
Hard pass read more. At Anatolia, you'll find authentic, classic Kebabs in diverse variations as well as the spices
and spice mixes, known for the tasty Turkish cuisine - whether on a Lahmacun, in a Sucuk, or in one of the tasty

salads with chickpeas or lentils, You shouldn't miss the opportunity to try the flavorful pizza, baked fresh in an
traditional manner. Besides small snacks and sweet pieces, we also offer cold and hot drinks and cakes,

Likewise, the visitors of the establishment prefer the extensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that
the establishment provides.
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Chicke�
BUFFALO CHICKEN

Gyr�
GYROS

Ad�-On�
RANCH

Turkis� specialtie�
AYRAN

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Salad�
CHICKEN SALAD

BUFFALO CHICKEN SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

BUFFALO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TURKEY

PIZZA

APPETIZER

SALAD
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